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College is new to some; it is old to many. New or old,
each fall it soon becomes an amalgam of peculiar sen-
sations and common experiences. lt is going to classes
and cutting classes, drinking coffee and swearing off,
loafing and cramming. lt is wondering about getting a
date for the weekend; it is worrying about getting a
date for the weekend; it is not getting a date for the
weekend-or even worse, it is getting the wrong date
for the weekend. lt is being secure with the familiar few;
it is being lonely in an unfamiliar crowd. lt is writing
the highest midquarter; it is flunking a course. lt is P. E.
and lit. and chemistry, art and political science, and no
time for lunch. lt is hours of questioning; it is one sec-
ond of understanding. The proportions vary from person
to person, but there is one thing common to all . . .
getting up and getting there. ln the mid-sixties, for mid-
city PSC, getting there is movement. Here on cover and
inside pages is the way that movement Iooks to the'66
Viking artists-parabolic, sweeping freeway, broken by
the stop-go intersect of the streets, and into the north-
south surge and re-surge through the buildings.
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Portland State took the Big Three statistical-image scrim-
mage fall quarter in a registration upset that left the
statistical brass as red-faced as a Northwest forecaster
the day after the 1962 windstorm.
The State Board had covere$ its 1965-66 budget bet on
an 8300 enrollment at PSC. Registrar Baumgartner said
the final tab would be 8500. The registrar stuck to his
figure all through the pre-registration press forecasts
and finally was stuck with it when the total hit 9125-
20 percent over fall1964.
The 9125 were stuck with it when they found the field
of interference through the halls all but impossible to
run, the lines to the section-stamp goals harder to buck.
To add to the fun of registration,1965, this was the fall
the academic headquarters staff chose to hold tough on
section enrollment maximums. By Friday, mid-morning,
English, history, poli sci and other heavy enrollment
courses were turning away customers, and the sound
of Closed Section keening could be heard in the Park
Blocks. By mid-afternoon the wail had reached head-
quarters and a two-day extension of registration was
ordered.
13
Came winter-and spring, and the registrar's office was
h'isted on another statistical petard-in reverse. lnstead
of the usual five to seven percent a quarter attrition,
each quarter's drop was nearer nine percent.
And no one had an explanation for boom or drop. lf
it was the Viet Nam draft scare that upset what has
been a pretty steady fall increase of 10OO a year, the
male-female ratio didn't reflect it. lf it was tougher
grading by an overloaded faculty that thinned the
ranks, the flunk-out percentages didn't show it.
Which leaves for Registration 1965-66 only one new
and one old verity on record. New is forecast for next
fallwhen, for the first time, PSCers will not have to push
through three blocks of buildings to sign up for classes.
The whole thing will be in one center ring-the gymna-
sium in the new P. E. building. The old verity is the
registrar's word that the long-forecast day of registration
by mail is as remote as ever-still "under discussion."
14
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TELEVISION CLASSES
All PSC students are exposed to that educational en-
tertainment form, TV classes. Most endure them and
register no complaints. Some bask in the anonymity
TV classes provide and are supporters. But those who
find fault are vocal and express their discontent loud-
ly, often blaming TV for the gamut of educational
maladies including their own inadequacies.
No division has escaped the pervasive influence of
TV. Everyone meets the Droning Demon in Health
150. Spring term 1,364 faced it again in four survey
courses. Ceology enrolled 175 in three sections;
World Literature, 229 in four sections; philosophy,
280 in two sections; and psychology, 666 in seven
sections. ln Health alone there were 6-16 in eight
sections. TV will continue to spread.
Student discontent came to a head winter term with
a petition circulated in Ceology 202 by a disgruntled
upperclassman. The petition, signed by 89 of 233
geology students, was widely publicized and brought
a spate of pro and con editorials on TV classes. The
student appeal claimed to be a reaction against
"machine age education." lt protested multiple-guess
tests using IBM sheets, too much information being
thrown at the students, and rapid-fire lectures. Some
of the gripes have been common ever since educa-
tion was forced to adjust to crowds of students. But
TV bore the blame.
19
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The administration saw the attack as unwarranted,
and asserted that TV is only "another way of using
teaching resources. . . We are encouraging. . . pro-
fessors... to find their own experimentation ways of
teaching over television . . ."
The lreart of PSC's closed circuit curriculum is Io-
cated outside the line of campus complaint-and
of elevator service-hidden away on the fifth floor of
South Park Hall. There, a new program director, John
MacKenzie, former producer director of the Ana-
heim, California School District TV system, took over
this year. Kenneth Butler is the over-all head of ln-
structional Television Services (lTS).
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION CLASSES
Portland State's great leveler is gone-the gauntlet of shor
ering in the Old Main locker room run by every male unde
classman for the last ten years-a sort of PSC roulette wil
stakes of icy or scalding water.
One of PSC's less hallowed traditions, taking PE in the 0l
Main Bym, died an unmourned death spring term. The tire
old gym floor and the cramped locker room facilities ha
already seen 50 years of service when Portland State bega
using them in -1955. No one suspected that it would be'1
yeari before PSC gym classes would move to a better faciliq
The Old Main gym was barely tolerable in PSC's early day
but as enrollment doubled and tripled the gym becamel
crowded that underclassmen adopted the name used by get
erations of hieh school students-the Black Hole of Calcutti
Taking PE in Old Main was a unique experience. The PE clat
was not as exhausting an ordeal as dressing down and shor
ering. Each hour two waves of students, one hurrying I
shower and dress, the other attempting to shed its strel
clothes and slip on the standard PE garb, would collidei
the locker room and the resulting maelstrom made sorrt
wish for a medical release from PE. Nude, sweaty bodies,wt
bodies fresh from the showers, and a tangle of human being
in various stages of undress competed for space to breath
and to dress. When you finally dressed and were hurryingt
make it to a class in South Park Hall, a sweaty piece of gyr
gear might catch you across the face or a wet body brush yo
as you pushed through the tangled mass of humanity.
;ii{u!pr!@r3
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Even the classes had unique qualities. Special ground rules
had to be developed for each sport to compensate for the
peculiarities of the gym. Volleyball was weaving th.e ball
through a maze of dingling ropes, lights and ceiling beams
while-avoiding low hanging basketball hoops which were out
of bounds wfile their neis were in bounds. Beams, lights,
and ropes made basketball a different game. lf you dared to
wander out of bounds you could easily find yourself embrac-
ing a concrete post or dangling from a piece.of equipment,
not to mention colliding with a hapless member of a body-
building class working out on the sidelines.
;1.
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During the summer the OId Main gym will die
only to be reborn as a large lecture hall. The
bouncing of basketballs and the slap of old ten-
nis shoes on a weary floor will disappear for-
ever when the plastic surgeons begin the noisy
transformation of the "Black Hole of Calcutta."
Those who have suffered in her will not be sorry
to see her go. They only hope that somnolent
lectures and impersonal television screens do
not reawaken the dreaded spirit of the Black
Hole.
Sweat gear and social dance in a synagogue?
PSC's women's PE classes abandoned the de-
crepit synagogue of Ahavai Sholom which has
been their PE facility for years, for PSC's new
$2.25 million PE building. A weak wall, no heat,
falling plaster, and a light system which went out
when you hit the walls were the hazards of the
old building. The bracing run from Old Main in
PE skivies through all types of weather was
annoying to PE students, but it often was as
pleasing to Cirl Watchers as it was shocking to
little old ladies out for a constitutional
25
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CENERAL SCIENCE
Ceneral Science is a discipline familiar to many
non-scientists trying to fulfill out of division
requirements. But things are looking up for the
once hapless and bored social scientist or artist.
A new astronomy course, with a great stress on
observation, has spiced up the choice offered to
students. For those who found physical science
interestiflB, ? new course in advanced physical
science was available for the first time. The old
standby of general biology showed an abnormal
increase of 40 per cent, registering 800 fall term.
This unexpected number, combined with a size-
able increase in physical science courses, com-
pletely absorbed the time, space, and faculty of
the Ceneral Science Department. Pressures were
somewhat relieved via the drop and flunk-out
mortality of winter and spring terms. The move
of most upper division science to the new build-
ing is a promise for fall.
27
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ENCLISH COMPOSITION
English composition faced the age-old probleT of showing.hordes
of "fr"rhn.'en what they didn't know and needed most... how to
communicate on paper. But this year comp had a new look, or
at least a new t".nnique about it. Cone are the three terms of
."rp fri all freshn..,en. Cone with it are the horrendous schedul-
ing [roblems created for the ha_pless freshmen,who never can get
W"r'tll at any but the most conflicting times. The Writing Depart-
ment decided to distribute English comp through three years with
students taking a term of it ejch year. There are persuasive argu-
ments that the-spacing over three years makes possible improve-
ment of the course it;lf. But there is obvious motive for change
. . . the freshmen crush in a school that can hardly cop.e with the
students it has. The comp revision eased the load of the depart-
ment in two ways. First, ih".onrputers decided who would take
lo,11p which teim, neatly cutting the.class load each term to a
third of what it would have beei under the old system' Second,
the second and third terms to be offered in the next two years will
see an ever greater reduction in students because of the normal
PSC attrition rate. The Writing Department is giving students time
to flunk out both before und b"t*een terms of English composi-
itn. in" good thing about it is that many fill the "extra" two terms'
void with- courr", ln literature which they otherwise would not
have taken. But the new system may leave many unable to .cope
with the essay exam*s now virtually extinct on the underclass level,
and it may speed the trend to IBM exams'
ffi
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ln matters fiscal and curricular.
The college is connected to the Chancellor. . .
The chancellor's connected to the BOARD and. ..
The BOARD is connected to the legislature. . .
A tap on this money-power line-from the offices of Presi-
dent Branford P. Millar and Business Manager William Lem-
man, to Chancellor Roy E. Lieuallen, to the Board of Higher
Education, to Salem, and back again-shows that 1965-66
were the breakthrough years.
Take it from the Minutes of the Meeting.
With one unprecedented $6,000,000 check, the 1965 legis-
lature ensured PSC a $15,000,000 downtown campus, via the
urban renewal acquisition route.
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An $800,000 dispensation from the above fueled the Board's
curricular machinery and freed the college to launch its first
graduate programs-mathematics, physics, chemistry, ?P-
plied science-in the fall of '66, and history, economics, and
English in 1967. Among the curricular sub-headings, the
Board approved: Portland State as center for teacher prepa-
ration of the mentally retarded and physically handicapped,
a Central European Studies Program, and a unique M.A.
degree in Cerman.
On the Board's PSC construction record for '65-'66: the
Duniway playing field; two apartment buildings remodeled
into faculty offices; the College Center wing, Science and
Physical Education buildings completed; air-conditioning of
College Center, library and South Park Hall; start of the first
half of what will be a full-block, 1O-story library (open winter
'67); srart of the second half of South Park (open winter '68);
and expansion of the Parking Building-to house more cars
to liquidate the debt on the first half, which isn't paying for
itself this year.
a
The roll call of the "breakthrough" Board: Charles R. Hollo-
wdy, Portland, chairman; Ralph E. Purvine, Salem; Ray T.
Yasui, Hood River; Elizabeth H. Johnson, Redmond; J. F.
Forrester, Pendleton; John W. Snider, Medford; Philip A.
Joss, Portland; Ceorge Layman, Newberg; and john Merri-
field, who was succeeded in 1965 by Ancil Payne.
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Andy Berkis,215-pound senior full back, set a new four-year
gained 442 yards to push his career total to 2,277 yards-74
record of 2,2O3 set by Billy (Bye-Bye) White in 1963.
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Jerry Oldenburg and Rick Silva, both sophomores, teamed up to set a new one-
season punting record of 36 yards per kick on 64 boots. Silva got off three punts
with a 48.7 yard average in the Weber State game for a one-game punting record.
Silva also caught 17 passes for two touchdowns and 228 yards.
Freshman quarterback Dan Withers, named PSC's outstanding freshman, took
total offense honors with 485 yards rushing and passing.
rushing mark as he
better than the old
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NO. NAME
68 Adamson, Larry
65 Anstine, Jim
22 Arthur, Carey
97 Barron, )erry
57 Bennett, Lanny
20 Berkis, Andy
26 Beyerlein, Dave
95 Bush, John
86 Clark, Bruce
60 Cripe, Barry
B Curtis, Dick
78 Davis, Cene
41 Etchison, Creg
61 Falconer, Dave
70 Fee, Tom
82 Filley, Jim
10 Corman, Ed
27 Heard, Jim .
21 Henricksen, Larry . . .
BB Janes, Bruce
85 Jones, Terry
32 Kosovich, Ceorge
73 Lage, Ceorge
59 Malensky, Roy
63 Martindale, Pete . . . .,
64 Mccriff, Dale
55 McKeel, Mike
62 Merlo, Ken
30 Mikulic, Steve
87 Oldenburg,Jerry . . . .
94 Peets, Bob .
76 Porter, Jim .
72 Raddle, Ken
77 Selanders, Jack
7 Silva, Rick .
42 Stout, Milt .
40 Summers, John
9 Thompson, Val
84 Weber, Bob .
25 Withers, Dan .
83 Wiseman, Randy
79 Wood, Pete .
POS.
.....G
.....c
. . . . HB
,.....7
.....c
,....FB
....H8
......E
......E
.....G
. . . . HB
,.....7
....H8
.....c
......7
......E
....Q8
.....F8
.....F8
......E
......E
....H8
......7
.....c
.....c
.....G
.....c
.....c
....H8
......E
.....c
......7
......7
......7
....HB
....H8
....H8
....Q8
......E
....Q8
......E
......7
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West
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Web
Univ
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OPPONENT SCORE
Sacramento State 7
Lewis & Clark 22
Southern Oregon B
Western Washington 13
British Columbia 6
ldaho State 27
Oregon Tech 7
Weber State College 74
University of Montana . . . . 33
PLAYER POINTS PSC
Andy Berkis 12 6
Rick Silva . . 12 0
BobWeber........12 20
DanWithers.......12 2
Ed Corman 6 12
Jim Heard 6 7SteveMikulic.. 6 18
MiltStout.... ...... 6 6
Gene Davis 2* 7
Larry Henricksen . . . . 2x
TOTAL 78
*PATs
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Portland State's Vikings continued to roll over
old Oregon Collegiate Conference foes with
gridiron wins over Oregon Tech, 1B-7, and over
Southern Oregon, 1965 OCC champions, 20-8.
Other competition proved mostly too strong for
the inexeperienced Viks as the only other win of
the season for PSC came 12-6 over the Thunder-
birds of University of British Columbia.
Tougher competition is reflected in the season
record, 3-6, as three Big Sky Conference teams,
ldaho State, Weber State, and University of Mon-
tana, all dealt PSC decisive defeats. Other losses
were to Sacramento State, Western Washington,
and long-time crosstown rival Lewis & Clark.
The Vikings also suffered their worst defeat in
19 years when they were crushed 74-6, by Weber
State as they poured it on in hopes of a bowl bid.
41
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Homecomings are for alums, and the alums singled
out for special welcome in November, 1965, were
the originals. . . the class of '56, first to be graduated
from Portland State after it became a degree grant-
ing college in 1955. They came back . . .10 years and
$15,000,000 worth of buildings later. . . not to wan-
der through time-hallowed halls, but to have Sondra
Long and her group give them tours around a campus
which had been no more than an architect's drawing
during their undergraduate days. Dr. Stephen Epler,
director of PSC in the Vanport days before it became
a college, came back as one of the week's guest
speakers.
h0mec0lllillu
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From the Sunday reception opener sponsored by
the Alumni Association, through the noise parade,
bonfire, and grizzly game (PSC caved to Montana
33-7) to the Friday formal at the Hilton Hotel, Home-
coming Week was shepherded through by Peggy
Hillgaertner and her committee heads: Carl Paulson,
Pam Rundberg, Artha Fiddler, Lea Moshofsky, John
Metcalf, Ron Perkins, Sondra Long,'Roger Warren,
Dave Nevins and Bob Bailey.
Sophomore Ceri Tull won the queen competition at
the pre-homecoming convocation and received her
crown from Kathy Anderson, last year's reigning
beauty. Princesses who made up Ceri's 1966 court
were: Carol Morgareidge, Mary O'Donnell, Joan
Walton and Nancy Johnson.
AIong with the week's guest speakers in seminars
and convocations, and the exhibits of PSC, past and
future, there was a new man-in-the-halls entertain-
ment offering. Under the dismal listing of "Pre-Func-
tion Day" activity, there was all-day-and-into-the-
evening dancing to juke music in the new CC LeCave
cafeteria. lf attendance is the measure, this program
sleeper should be a PSC homecoming tradition.
IrrF
Freshmen and sophomores are not the
ingredients for a championship team
and that was the story of Ralph Davis'
cross country squad this season. The
team was all-frosh with one sophomore
exception. The harriers did manage to
win their first two home meets, but in-
experience and tough competition took
their toll and they lost the remaining en-
counters. The team lacked depth with
only captain Bill Sprinkle, Eric Lewis,
Jim McDowell, and Walt Bolf perform-
ing consistently. Sprinkle finished first
for the Vikings in all but one meet.
"Of course we enjoy winning," said
Davis, "but during the cross country
season we also try to develop stamina
for our distance runners so they will be
ready for the faster pace of the spring
track season."
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They looked like scores of insects scouring
the rocks along the Sandy River above Trout-
dale rather than what they were-PSC stu-
dents, part of the 400 who took thb Ceology
Department's November field trip up the
Columbia Corge.
They traveled only a short 83 miles up
through the brochured beauties of lnterstate
80, but when they returned to Portland down
the Washington side of the Columbia they
had been back a long 40,000,000 years in
the Northwest's geologic history. For in the
Corge, the Columbia has carved a geologist's
dream, a panorama in technicolor that ex-
poses all the rocks that make the mountains
in the Cascade range.
For the geology buffs, Troutdale was orienta-
tion to the signs left by the lce Age series of
great floods that modified the Corge. The
postcard-familiar view from Crown Point be-
came a panoramic stage on which they were
introduced to five type-cast characters-five
distinctive examples of volcanoes, all the way
from cinder cone to composite.
ln the Oneonta Corge the science trippers,
circa 1966, stopped to hold research requiem
for a forest that died under a lava flow of
30,000,000 years ago.
And, between Hood River and their lunch at
The Dalles, the students saw where nature
had momentarily put her work away in three
great folds of the earth's crust-folds that
were as plain to the eye as the folded blan-
kets on their laps. To the educated eye, that is.
Every year the geology field trips grow. The
long-established November Corge junket this
year had to be rerun on Sunday, and called
for reinforcements from scientists outside the
ranks of PSC's staff. Headed by John Allen,
Ceology Department head, the tour guides
included Paul Howell, U. S. Army Engineers;
Ralph Mason of the State Department of
Ceology and Mineral lndustries (originator of
the PSC field trips 15 years ago). and Portland
State faculty: Mrs. Miriam McKee, Paul Ham-
mond, Don Shaffroth, Richard Thoms, and
Robert Van Atta.
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Overwhelming competition made the Portland State appearance as a
basketball independent an unpleasant affair as the Vikings sputtered to
6-19 season record. New Viking hoop coach Marion Pericin had more
than his share of problems as he faced the toughest schedule in PSC his-
tory with only two starters, John and Jim Nelson, back from last year. lt
was a long winter as the Viks dropped 13 straight before Pericin got his
first win as a PSC coach. A good portion of the Vikings'early r"uto,iprob-
lems were the result of a schedule that put the Vikings on the road for
nine of the first 13 games, against teams such as ldaho, ldaho State, Con-
zaga, St. Martins, Seattle Pacific, Linfield, Montana, Montana State, and
Weber State. But once the Viks got started they turned in a creditubl"
performance as they rolled to a 6-6 record the second half of the season. 53
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PSC OPPONENT
55 Eastern Washington
77 Central Washington
83 St. Martin's
54 Western Washington
81 Lewis & Clark
74 Seattle Pacific
83 ldaho
87 Linfield
67 ldaho
45 Conzaga
B0 ldaho State
71 Weber State
59 Seattle Pacific
95 Cascade
68 Montana
71 Weber State
81 Conzaga
101 ldaho State
74 Montana
87 Chapman
72 Central Washington
87 St. Martin's
103 Cascade
74 Southern Oregon
70 Southern Oregon
OPP.
57
BB
93
67
123
BB
107
96
9B
BO
9B
79
76
72
94
BO
B4
B9
B4
47
B1
B2
B4
66
73
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NAME
john Nelson . .
BillWilkerson..:.:.:
Mike O'Cara
Jim Nelson
Ed Corman . .
Randy Bethke
Walt Hixon
)erry Coron
BillWahl ....
Bill Riesbick .
Scharringhausenus . . .
C
25
25
25
25
25
21
14
1B
15
17
7
TP AVC. P
644 25.83BB 1s.5
284 11.3
250 10.0
222 8.932 -1.5
22 1.6
17 0.9
16 1.1
14 0.80 0.0
While the Viking's win-loss record was not
impressive some individual performances were.
Portland State's super-star, John Nelson, still
provided much of offensive punch for the Vi-
kings with a 25.8 point per game average. Nelson
leaves PSC after four years with almost every
individual record in the book. His marks include:
most points-2 ,123; most field goals-B2B; most
free throws-467; and best average points per
game-25.8. Nelson's career high for a single
game was 45 points. Nelson, who as a junior
was selected as an NAIA scholar-athlete, found
NCAA competition to his liking as he came on
in the second half of the season to average 29
points per game in the last 12 games. ln addition
to being a great offensive threat Nelson also
handled the ball well and often passed up good
shots to pass to a team-mate for the easy s-ore.
Another Nelson, Jim, also finished his fourth
year for the Vikings this season. This Nelson
was probably the most improved player.
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-The bearded sandaled protester has left the civil
rights picket line to swing the placards of anti-
war crusades. A new group believing in quiet
positive action has moved the emphasis from
civil disobedience to discussions of civil rights
problems, and personal action to solve these
problems. The Human Rights Lecture Series
provided a scholarly analysis of civil rights prob-
lems in three talks. Wilson Record of PSC spoke
on "Racial Responsibility and Racial Revolu-
tion." Milton Rokeach of Michigan State pre-
sented his theories in "Race and Shared Belief
as Causes of Discrimination." The series ended
with a panel. Participating were C. Eric Lincoln,
PSC, and Clyde deBerry, University of Oregon,
and Professor Record. The topic: "Making Neg-
roes Part of American Society-What are the
Obstacles? What Must be Done?"
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It began at Christmas when Sam McKinney, ski
teacher and Ht. Hood guide, was added to the Stu-
dent Activities staff to set up something this dis-
persed, city-centered student body had never had,
an Outdoor Program. By summer, various groups-
some 150-200 students-had logged 3000 miles in
25 hiking, biking, and climbing trips.
To the original housing (it was carry your own sleep-
ing bags) the program added a7o-capacity mountain
home, Silcox Hut, at the top of Mt. Hood's Magic Mile
through an arrangement with the U. S. Forest Service.
The massive stone lodge, with hand-hewn beams and
fireplaces, is of the same vintage and architecture
as the WPA-built Timberline Lodge.
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The Outdoor Program, which takes all
comers, so far has attracted men and women
in about a 6O-4O ratio. Classroom and field
instruction emphasize techniques of outdoor
living and skills. So far it has fielded day trips
up the Columbia Corge and weekends of
climbing and hiking. Several summer trips are
scheduled to Three Sisters area in Central
Oregon, the Olympic Range in Washington,
the Coat Rocks Wild Area, and Timberline
Trail around Mt. Hood.
Future plans for McKinney and the newly
formed Outdoor Recreation Board, under
chairmanship of Ceorge Selfridge, see Port-
land State with its resident student body and
its location in the heart of the Northwest
mountain-river-seashore recreation Iand, as
the ideal college for an expanded year'round
outdoor operation. ln the planning is a PSC
Coastline Traii from Astoria to the California
border, paralleling the Skyline Trail along
the backbone of the Cascade Range.
And in summer'67 ? A hiking, camping Eur-
opean tour.
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PSC's Chess Club broke into extramural
competition and intramural communi-
cation last year and made news in both
fields. The pawn and pen pushers won
five and lost one of their chess meets
with regional colleges and universities.
And they played to a no-decision end-
ing in their running feud with the Van-
guard newspaper.
Under the presidency and editorship of
Jim Mitchell, the club went into the
publicity business with its own flyer,
Checkmate, in weekly protest against
what it claimed were "Rearguard" news
derelictions on all things chess.
Along with this, the club put on a
varied program of chess tournaments,
displays, exhibitions by several chess
masters, and twice-weekly sessions of
intramural competition in the College
Center Ballroom.
i '. adl
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-Vikine chessmen entered a team in the
tough Northwest lntercollegiate Chess
League this year which alerted the na-
tion's chess players to the intellectual
strength of Portland State College. This
team was composed of James Mitchell,
Reuban Saez, Denny Jenquin and Tim
Nettleton.
Captained by Ralph Stein, the Viking
team ended the season with five wins,
no draws, one loss.
Highlight of the year came January
27th with the club's First Annual Chess
Festival held in the Ballroom of College
Center. The Festival featured a collec-
tion of exotic and unusual chess sets, a
speaker's hour presided over by Col-
lege Bowl coach Ben Padrow, and a
simultaneous exhibition given by World
Champion contender Sammy Reshev-
sky of New York. Four TV stations car-
ried the spectacular Reshevsky match
to Portland homes.
The title of best chess player at PSC
this year was won by Mitchell. Reuban
Saez was second, and Denny Jenquin,
third. They played the three top boards
for the Viking chess team this year.
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Student government at Portland State was led
down the right hand side of the path of moder-
ation this year. ASPSC president Timme Helzer
and his vice president, Jim Westwood, served
out an uncontroversial tenure attracting little
comment, derisive or otherwise from the stu-
dent body.
Against a protesting chorus ol "foul," Helzer
abstained all year from appointing members to
the student court, and left the attorney general's
office vacant. Without a judiciary, politicos
went their lawless way.
Among other accomplishments, the student
senate contributed to the Sunday opening of
the library during the Iast weeks of winter term
and throughout the spring. lnvolved prirnarily in
intergovernmental problems, the senate found
it difficult to attract the attention of the general
student body.
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It was the activities boards who did the arduous
and rewarding work that kept programs going.
Mae Ouchida led the Academic Board through
an eventful fall and winter term, resigning in
the spring to become vice president. Jean Bailey,
a new and effective arrival in student activities,
took Mae's place. The Academic Board oversaw
such programs as art exhibits, poetry series, and
Beethoven's bi rthday ceremonies.
John Dawkins and the Community Affairs Board
worked with the tutorial program, urban stud-
ies, and the political affairs forum. Upon his
resignation in winter term, Pam Erickson be-
came boss.
Pat Oberlander wore two hats this year as chair-
man of the Social Recreation Board and second
vice president. Her board's Winter Carnival,
Homecoming, and spring formal were testi-
monials to energetic and imaginative character.
Chairman Ken Williams watched the Publica-
tions Board while it administered the Vanguard,
Viking, and Review. Among the achievements
of the year was the Associated Collegiate Press
"AIl American" rating won by the Vanguard.
Bill Nygren edited the paper to this top category
of college newspapers.
Student elections on campus turned city wide
attention to ASPSC politics. Lauded as a "new
breed" of student body president, Joe Uris
stormed to a landslide victory with his run-
ning mate, Mae Ouchida. Mae brought sound
achievement to the ticket and Joe brought new
ideas. The combination set off a large fire dur-
ing the campaign. Smoke from this fire, along
with quantities of hot air, so pervaded the at-
mosphere of fourth floor College Center that
production was somewhat hampered.
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There were four pop dances at PSC this year. The firstF
of these, The Return of the Creat Pumpkin, was staged
in the open air Parking Building. While perspiring bodies
cooled, the foreign students competed in an American
art form, jack-o-lantern carving.
Sororities were still taboo on campus but that didn't
stop them from sponsoring the Pajama Dance. As in the
past the dance was held at the Crystal Ballroom, with
its famous undulating floor. PSCers undulated too.
TKE's Mardi Cras, the dance with a touch of southern
comfort, filled the College Center Ballroom with cele-
bration. The noise, as at other dances, was deafening
but the revelers obviously liked it loud.
The Paris Apache transformed Norse Hall into a sewer
of the City of Lights. Kappa Sigma's piece de resistance
came complete with drains and drunkards, saucy girls
in leotards, and bearded gentilshommes.
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It was a great year for talk. There were more visiting speakers, including
the highlpriced brand-per square foot, Pef week, per student-than
the campus ever saw before.
From the political market, all the state and local names showed at one
time or another, from Covernor Mark Hatfield and the congressional
delegation on down. During the pre-primary season which wound up
withi Candidate's Day in 
"urly 
Muy, virtually everyone who.is or would
like to be someone in the Oregon Blue Book, appeared on the podium.
Just a sampling from the year's national and international talk scene
shows: Joige.Hernandez, at left, former Cuban rebel leader; Andre
Felipe, .unl"t, French diplomat; Pierre Mendez-France, right, former
French prem ier; Robeert Theobald, socio-econom ist; Carey McWi I I iams,
editor, The Nation; Sydney Lens, labor organizer; Brian Saunders,
Australian professor and expert on urban problems; Robert Scalapino,
University of california voice for the U. s. Viet Nam positio.n; Kenneth
Boulding, psychologist, University of Michigan; Edward Higby, director
of the 26th Century Fund; William Worthy, journalist for the Baltimore
Afro-American; Saul Alinsky, Chicago head of TWO.
,.;1.,a9.r.F.
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As always, the errors made more conversation than the hits.
A local decibel reading after the February appearance of
Mendes-France came in lounder than anything Decaulle
was kicking up in the international stratosphere at the time.
Mendes-France appeared with a $150O price tag and, appar-
ently, no information as to what the Student Activities staff
expected him to do to earn it. When he was faced with 300-
plus audience and all Portland's TV, radio, and newspaper
press, instead of a sequestered reception, he balked-un-
disguisedly. The show finally went on, with the audience less
than enchanted with the speaker's diplomatic generalities,
and college heads squirming at the noticeable exiting of staff
and students at the class-hour break. Mendes-France was co-
sponsored by the Portland World Affairs Council.
Leroi Jones came as the last in a successful '66 Poetry Series,
and left in his wake a noisy argument over whether he is a
significant Negro poet and playwright or a flash in the current
Protest pan. He also left a lot of disgruntled students and
townspeople who tried and failed to hear him, and an Acti-
vities staff debating whether to pick up his check. Jones, who
was scheduled to appear before afternoon and night audi-
ences as well as in classes, showed up for the night session
only and then walked out after 45 minutes.
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The White Callery is no longer white. Since
last fall its once antiseptic walls have been
dressed in unobtrusive and art-f lattering
burlap. And since last fall the exhibitions in
this 12 by 4O foot traffic lane to the College
Center Lounge and Browsing Library have
played to what are probably the largest gal-
lery audiences in Portland short of the Art
Museum itself.
Diversity was the mark of this year's White
Cal lery exh i bits. The exq u isite craftsmansh i p
of William Spratling, silversmith, was dis-
played early in the fall, followed by an ex-
hibit of Harold Kottler's forceful ceramic
constructions and thrown pieces. Early in
winter term, students and townspeople saw
the sensitive oils of Frederick Klein, one of
Portland State's own art teachers, the exhibit
supplemented by paintings of James Prior
and Keith Jones, both recently graduated
from the college. The Prior and Jones can-
vasses were the opening art attraction in the
second-floor dining room and third floor
exhibit hall of the new quarter block College
r Center wing.
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Probably the most varied show of the year
was the uninhibited "Most Treasured Pos-
session" potpourri in which members of the
Art Committee itself displayed everything
from a SO-year-old teddy bear to antique
wall tapestries.
The White Callery ended winter term with
the vibrant reds, blues, green, and the float-
ing central forms of Ted Hallman's inspira-
tional weaving. With the help of an art com-
mittee advisor, Robert Kasal, a personal
friend of the Pennsylvania artist, the Callery
offered a three week showing of Hallman's
unique three-dimensional woven forms and
tapestries containing plastic shapes.
A show of Maillol woodcuts was part of
Portland State's contribution to the citywide
Salute to France in March and April, fol-
lowed by an exhibition of assemblage pain-
ter Harold Jacob's work, courtesy of the
Fountain Callery.
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The population explosion at PSC caused a simi-
lar expiosion in facilities- Faculty members were
treated to both improved office and eating
space, as well as additional classrooms' To
PSCers perhaps the most impressive develop-
ment was the completion of the Science and
Physical Education buildings for use next fall'
A big bonus for the Athletic Department was the
metimorphasis of the undulating su.rface of
Dsniway Park into a full scale playing field'
The new College Center Wing added student
activities officei, several new classrooms, the
Portland Room-a new dining area, and a new
gallery, primarily for the display of student art'
llBttl lA0ililie$
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Only students who have suffered the four block
sprint to the First Christian Church for folk
dancing or a fencing practice in the basement
cell of Old Main fully appreciate the new Physi-
cal Education Building which has provisions for
indoor baseball, roof tennis, handball, squash,
golf and archery plus large and small gyms,
giving PSC basketball teams a true home floor.
Upperclass science will move to the completed
Science Building while the underclassmen, Iack-
ing seniority, remain in a less crowded Old
Main. A greenhouse, aquarium, lecture audi-
torium seating 145, animal housing and in-
creased lab and research space are among the
facilities the Science Building will provide.
But this $12 million building project will not
end the crush at PSC. At best it will maintain
the present level of saturation. To merely keep
up with the predicted enrollment increase, PSC
must continue to build at least at the 1965-66
rate. A choice must be made-fewer students
or more buildings.
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FBUSI NESS ADM I N ISTRATION
Portland State is an ideal location for a strong
School of Business Administration' An urban
business center is only a few blocks away from
the campus, providing ample opportunities for
research' projects. Direct contact and co-opera-
tionwith,businessandindustryarereadilyavail-
urrr" Nevertheless, the BA statistics are surpris-
ine. There are 1,613 business administration
rniiors-nearly a fourth of the students en-
rolled at the college.
To bridge the gap between business and non-
Susi nesid isci p[n"t, the B usi ness Admi nistration
iinoot has begun a program to award six $2'400
scholarships to graduat6 students who majored
in non-business-fields as undergraduates'
The computers have entered every phase of
briin"r, and were given a significant place,in
the business adminlstration curriculum at the
beginning of the'65-'66 school year' Co-?Yl:it
puTchasel u y"ur" ago made the change posslble'
lntroduction to Business was changed so that
il;-thirds of the course is computer oriented'
Sriin"r, students learn to use the interpreted
results of the computer as an aid to their busi-
ness decisions. The department stresses the ap-
nlication of the computer to solve specific
Lrsiness problems. An advanced data process-
ing course attacks the technical aspects of the
same problem.
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PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY
After a year of searching, the Division of Science
found a new dean to replace Thurman Peterson who
resigned last July to return to teaching. Dr. Karl Ditt-
mer, former head of the Chemistry Department at
Florida State University, assumed his position after
Mark Curevitch, PSC Physics Department head, spent
this year as acting dean of science. Dittmer, a bio-
chemist, holds a Ph.D. from Cornell University Medi-
cal School.
The big news in upper division science this year was
preparitory-the tooling up for next fall's move into
a new building, and into graduate work in chemistry,
physics, math, and applied science. Students and
faculty marked this as their last year in the ancient
laboratories of Old Main, and looked forward to
having much more teaching and research space in
the five story science complex on Mill Street.
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Most of the science staff are involved in researcf
projects under various Sovernment and private grants
br.-M. B. Silverman, Chemistry Department head
studied the structure of colored glasses under a granl
from the National Science Foundation. With the aic
of a $3500 grant from the Rask-@rsted Foundation
Dr. John Mickelsen will study the properties ol
chromium hydrazine compounds at the Universityol
Copenhagen during the coming academic year. lr
order to expand its research facilities, the Chemistrt
Department ordered a $17,000 nuclear magnetir
resonance machine, and a $12,000 infrared spectro
photometer, to be used in studying molecular struc
ture of materials.
The Physics Department welcomed Dr. Tokio Ohta
from the Tokyo Institute of Technology, as visitinl
professor at PSC. The department offered severa
classes in electron microscoPY, nuclear physics, ant
biophysics which in many colleges and universitiet
are exclusively on the graduate level, and prepared tt
open a new 400-level class in electron optics. Unlik
many institutions, PSC offered undergraduate re
search opportunities for interested seniors'
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CEODETIC SCIENCE
Geodetic Science appeared at PSC for the first
time at the beginning of the 1965-66 year. A
$25,000 grant from the National Science Found-
ation made possible the apparatus necessary
for the sub-department. Outside aid helped
geodetic science to expand. The United States
Coast and Ceodetic Survey loaned PSC on an
indefinite basis, surplus instruments and equip-
ment when its office closed last summer. The
Army Engineers chose PSC as a map depository
and is installing map files and a map reference
library. The American Society of Photogram-
metry extended students an open invitation to
the society's professional meetings. Some mem-
bers of the society have contributed valuable
instructional equipment to the school.
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ART
PSC's 450 art students have more espirit de corps than
most college groups. They identify-with their de-
partment, their 25 teachers, and with each other. ln
every field of art there is a vital interaction between
student and teacher; frank discussion of the student's
weaknesses and strengths intensifies the affinity of
the student for his department. The teacher takes
pains to show an interest in every student's work.
This is the special quality of the Art Department-a
sense of belonging.
The strength of the department is its teachers; all
are experienced artists, actively practicing in some
art field outside of teaching. Each instructor is first
an artist and does not lose contact with new develop-
ments in his field. Seven had their work shown in
this year's Oregon Artist's Exhibition.
The culmination of the year is always the spring exhi-
bit. Teachers select the outstanding student art work
from every field to be displayed in the lobby of South
Park Hall. Following the exhibit, PSC art students put
together the art sale which drew both crowds and
money to South Park Hall. Through the sale, money
was once again raised for art scholarships. This year
four such grants were awarded using the proceeds
from last year's premier art sale.
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MUSIC
PSC's Music Department is pressed for space Iike
many other departments. Practice rooms are us-
ually filled to overflowing with musicians sitting
on the floor waiting for a place. A growth of 45 per
cent in the last four years, leading to an enrollment
of 100 music majors and 300 non-majors in music
courses, is responsible for the crowded conditions.
Departmental growth within the yast year has been
cultural as well as physical. The major new devel-
opment was the Contemporary Music Series or-
granzied by music instructor David Block. lt fea-
tured lectures and concerts on avant garde music.
The expanded activities of the department includ-
ed an appearance before the Oregon Musical
Education Association in the College Center Ball-
room. Two operas were performed-the one act
American work, "Down in the Valley", in the fall
and the three act, "The Ballad of Baby Doe", in
May. The most notable new program was the
scholarship series of three concerts by the Sym-
phonic Band. The receipts went towards a new
music scholarship fund, the first such fund music
students have ever had.
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' Th. Arabic program has produced tangible as
well as intangible results. Last summer, ten pSC
Arabic students won National Defense Foreign
Language fellowships at Harvard and Michigan.
The center is hopeful of winning a dozen or
more NDFL grants for the summer of 1966. pSC
' has played a major part in the National Under-
graduate Program of the Overseas Study of
Arabic, administered by Princeton University.
For the past four years, more than one third of: the NUPOSA grantees have been from portland
State. Of four PSC students nominated this year,
two, John Meynink and Cary Leiser, won these
grants which provide a year of travel and study
in Shemlan, Lebanon.
, 
Through the center, Portland State is a sponsor-
ing participant in the Summer lnstitute in Arabic
Studies at the American University in Cairo. To-
gether with the Department of State, pSC aids
in the administrative co-ordination of the insti-
' tute and the selection of candidates. ln 1965,
five undergraduates and 24 graduate students
from -16 universities attended the institute.
The Middle East Center has become a supplier of
students to graduate schools of Near Eastern
Studies, one of the distinctive things for which
PSC is known. lts graduates have won grants to
such schools as Harvard, Princeton, the Ameri-
can University in Cairo, and Johns Hopkins.
Five years ago when PSC edged out princeton,
among others, in winning federal money for the
first Federally financed undergraduate Middle
East program in the country, the reaction of
public and college community was one of
amazed incredulity. This year, when national
, scholarships are announced in this field of
study, no one will be surprised to see pSC gradu-
ates and undergraduates high on the list. The
annoulcement lras become a spring routine.
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They held the 1966 Winter Carnival in the spnng;
April 1-3 was the earliest weekend they could buy
a mountain. And that was all right because shining
sun on shining snow greeted the about 1000 students
who poured into Bend and onto Mt. Bachelor from
14 Oregon, Washington and ldaho colleges and uni-
versities. Director of the whole show was Marv Foust.
It was a weekend of activity and "Activities." Of
carving fresh tracks down slopes of fast corn snow.
Of watching races, and getting sunburned. It was
going to parties, singing songs and staying up all
night. And dragging out of bed at 10 in the morning.
It was trying not to look like an idiot on skis. Floun-
dering and falling and .. . looking like an idiot.
It was great.
-rlrrr
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ln the ski competition at Mt. Bachelor,
sanctioned this year by the Pacific North-
west Ski Association,13 teams vied for top
honors. There were races-slalom, giant
slalom, and downhill 
- 
Friday through
Sunday. The Skimeister perpetual trophy,
awarded annuaily to the outstanding racer
of the meet, went to Central Washington
State's Bob Spalding, whose times were
109.7, 88.2, and 76.0. In the combined
team results, PSC placed sixth. ln individ-
ual scoring, however, Portland State's
Steve CIaire ran second only to Bob Spald-
ing, making times of 112.2,92.0, and 78.9.
John Kirk, PSC, placed in the top third in
combined individual times.
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Dutchman/s Flat, below the ski area at Mt. Bache-
lor, was the site of the Saturday non-ski activities
where collegians bumped and spun down an icy
hill on saucers, trotted clumsily about on snow-
shoes, and basked everywhere in the sun. A noisy
bunch of Portland State men won the hard-fought
tug-o-war. When it was all over, there was a cook-
out, coLrrtesy of PSC's Outdoor Program buffs.
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- There was official "soshing" on both
Friday and Saturday nights. The throb-
bing, shattering music of the fast dances
at the local high school cafeteria drew
the largest crowds .The slow dances at
Central Oregon College played to
smaller houses. The Winter Carnival
queen selection was held at the first of
two talent shows. Betty Wildman of the
College of ldaho, one of the 12 repre-
sentative campus princesses, was given
the crown by Corky Lang, 1964 Winter
Carnival queen. The college talent show
audience awarded the number-one
spot to "The Four Fifths" from Lewis
and Clark College. Portland State's folk
quintet, "The Bitter and the Sweet,"
came in third.
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Peter Morgan edited the Review, the literary maga-
zine, through a series of roadblocks, and across the
early May deadline. His last blow was the distribution
day news that the business office had lost the list of
800 names of students who reserved the magazine
in winter and fall registration Iines.
Under the leadership of Bill Nygren, secure behind
editorial prerogative, the Vanguard forged to new
highs amid controversy, often taking editorial stands
that aroused the Establishment. At the height of the
shooting, the paper received an "All American," top
rating of the Associated Collegiate Press. Under busi-
ness manager Dennis Stephens, and his assistant,
Nancy Ouchida, the paper jumped to 16 pages and
stayed in the black all year.
The previous Publications Board created a unique
situation for the Viking-a dual editorship. Under
David Ball and Corinna Campbell, the lack of a clear-
cut editorship, and a transient staff, created delays,
and slowed the process-but not fatally.

FThe Publications Board met occasionally-very oc-
casionally. Under the leadership of chairman Ken
Williams, Pub Board members led a life of leisure,
with each editor following his own course of action
during the academic year.
The board breakdown and its side complications led
to a spring fiat from Dean of Students Channing
Briggs and Dean of Undergraduate Studies Fred
Waller that would have restructured the Pub Board,
disenfranchising the editors. Arousing the fury of the
Student Senate, the editors, and later the new stu-
dent body president , )oe Uris, the decree f rom above
was rejected. The board met and restructured with
the old faculty members and new students-at-large.
Mernbers of the '65-'66 board were, beside the edi-
tors: faculty members Cerald Penk, Margaret Clarke,
Robert Dodge, William Schantz; Student Activities
staffer B. B. Bauer; students Dennis Cook, Pam Erick-
son, Doris Rademacher, Jerry Van Winkle; and Mrs.
Wilma Morrison, advisor to Vanguard and Viking.
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ln an awesome display of power, wrestling
coach Howard Westcott's young squad smashed
all opposition west of the Rocky Mountains and
then grappled to third place in the college divi-
sion and ninth place in the university division of
the NCAA's championship tournaments.
Rick Sanders, sophomore, paced the Viks as he
placed first in the university division and third
in the college division at the 123-pound class.
The Viking's impressive 14-3-1 dual meet rec-
ord includes a win over the college division
champion Cal Poly. Others who fell before the
Viks included Pacific Athletic Conference
champion Oregon State, Fresno State, Univer-
sity of Washington, and Central Washington
State. PSC was undefeated for the-10 last meets
of the season.
"These boys worked hard all season and de-
served everything they won," said Westcott of
the team.
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NCAA Championship Results.
Name
Sanders
Creen
Yatabe
Siebenthall
Calhoun
Crigsby
Carrison
Team results: third place colleges
division and ninth place university
division NCAA championships.
place place
college university
division division
31
3
35
.:
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ln an awesome display of power, wrestling
coach Howard Westcott's young squad smashed
all opposition west of the Rocky Mountains and
then grappled to third place in the college divi-
sion and ninth place in the university division of
the NCAA's championship tournaments.
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Portland State's Model United Nations class car-
ried the flags . . . and the diplomacy . . . of several
countries into the facsimile arenas of two Security
Council meetings at Lewis and Clark College, a,nd
the Ceneral Assembly meeting in San Francisco.
With the help of faculty advisor John E. Kovac,
political science, and first term MUN president
Bob Harvey, the class represented Creece at the
first Security Council meeting in December. Dele-
gates argued such issues as President John Ken-
nedy's proposal for a multi-lateral force from the
NATO nations to occupy nuclear armed sub-
marines; the emergency in Rhodesia; Cyprus, and
the United Nations funding problem when the
USSR and France would not pay their dues.
The Portland Staters represented Japan, the presi-
dent nation, at the February council meeting. Led
by Dennis Kavanagh, MUN president during win-
ter and spring terms, they debated Vietnam, the
Rhodesian problem, and the Arab-lsraeli dispute.
At the Ceneral Assembly meeting in San Francisco.
in April, 14 PSC students carried the views of the
Middle East kingdom of Kuwait, of North Vietnam,
South Vietnam, and the National Liberation Front,
through four days of committee meetings, cau-
cuses, and seminars. The Kuwait Mission of the
United Nations in New York translated its interest
in the MUN group into cash, sending $ZOO to assist
in financing the trip to San Francisco.
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The cafeteria is still crowded, garbage seems to
appear magically at the crack of dawn and pil-
grims continue to'flock dazedly to the ka'aba of
the littered table, dripping with the sacrificial
blood of coffee, overrun with burnt sacrifices
from the holy weed, surrounded with the rav-
ished remains of abandoned repasts. And stu-
dents still flock to the cafeteria for many
reasons other than eating. Whatever else the
cafeteria may be, it is the only place where a
student feels he has escaped the thousand aca-
demic rules that fence in his life. The cafeteria
is a mob scene or rather a hundred little mob
scenes in which the student can get away from
it all. lt feels good to sit around a table with a
few familiar faces, contemplating a cup of cof-
fee, talking about whatever comes to mind-a
sort of anonymity with company.
calBhria
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Demonstrations, counter demonstrations,
demonstrations against demonstration and
teach-ins gave a militant look to the year.
Civil rights and student discontent about
PSC conditions took a back seat to the new
nemeses of the New Left, Vietnam and the
draft. For most at PSC the demonstrations
were an interesting spectacle-nothing more
than a spectator sport. They were an exercise
in futility, stirring up feeling against the very
causes which they espoused. But for the dem-
onstrator, they were a chance to be part of a
potential power group-proof that he could
do something to influence policy, to offset
his feelings of alienation, even though noth-
ing indicated that his demonstrations changed
anything, or even anybody's mind.
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CODE took the lead in sponsoring Vietnam demonstra-
tions. Following a teach-in headed by the PSC Political
Science Forum in mid-October, CODE bused interested
people to Salem to take part in a protest rally on the
steps of the Capitol Building. Scarcely two weeks later,
the zealous protesters headed down to the Portland
lnduction Center for a talk-in. Protesters and speakers
tried to persuade inductees to find ways to disqualify
themselves from the draft. Opposition to the demon-
strators was quickly focused on the induction center,
and the CODE crowd found themselves in a maelstrom
of counter protesters. The commotion drowned out the
speakers. The demonstrators then moved to the College
Center Ballroom and did not venture beyond con-
ferences and discussions again. But demonstrations were
not forgotten, especially by those who opposed them.
The Young Republicans held a lecture-in in November,
and, in February, Milton Rokeach, Michigan, fielded
questions for a PSC panel, saying individual loss of
identity prompts most of the student trend to protest.
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Was it personality and polemics or mass protest and search
for program that elected Joe Uris and Mae Ouchida in the
biggest election turnout in PSC history? Whatever it was,
the spectacle of the moustachioed, articulate man-about:
causes and his attractive and efficient little running mate
clobberi n g thei r u p-th ro u gh-Activi ti es-ran ks com peti tion, up-
set the pattern, the prophets, and even the public press.
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The campaign got off to the usual unimpeachable generali-
ties. The Fred siegrist and Marv Foust slate made its pitch on
Naed for Change, First Business is the Business of Students,
support Athletics and organizations. Jim westwood, still rid-
ing the laurels of his last year's captaincy of the College Bowl
team, and Doug Capps, riding both the stars and the shards
of his year with the Tim Helzer administration, stood for
Direct and Cordial Communication to Administration, and
Forward Looking Programs.
Then the campaign temper and tempo blew up. Uris climbed
on the platform with his hands in his pockets (Mort sahl set
to Roberts Rules of order). And it became the stiff-collar
boys and their issues vs the Uris visceral appeal-plus the
reassuring stabilrzer of the Ouchida practicality.
The vote was 1284, Uris and Ouchida (first female to win
PSC's second government lob); 682 Siegrist-Foust, 676 Capps-
Westwood. Kathy Bruno won the second vice-presidency
over Julie Demers and Pam Van Den Bosch without much
trouble. There were more than 20 candidates for the senate,
a record political crop at PSC. The -1 2 winners: pat Ober-
lander, Cary Poppe, Sue Mattson, Pat Busch, Rod Barrett,
Ron Campbell, Dick Crabtree, Leslie Carter, Bridget Downey,
Bob Handy, Terry Olson and Cary Kent.
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Flippant was one word for the Uris election
pitch: "This Campaign is no different in either
imagination or destruction from any that I ob-
served in junior high school." But he came on
with something in his pocket called a "student
Bill of Rights", and the flippancy translated to
"Anything is better than acquiescence."
The Vanguard was an added explosive with its
all-out election day endorsement of Uris and
Ouchida, pleasing some and outraging many. ln
addition there was noisy protest over break-
down of election procedures. Charges of un-
checked lD cards and double voting brought
senate investigation, attorney general's pro-
nouncements, and new rules.
Biggest question after the spring preview of
the '66-'67 Uris administration: "Would the
articulate protester stay out the year's action?"
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The ancient a.d modern faces of Japan was the theme
of the 1966 Festival of the Arts in Muy. ASpsc presi-
dent Joe Uris, Mayor.Terry Schrunk, and Takegoro
Sa.to,. Japanese consul general, opened the show
which played to thousands of students and visitors
during six days of exhibitions, films, and other events.
Forms o{ expression basic to the Japanese heritage
were exhibited in f lower arranging by Florence
Henjyoji, dancing by yasuko Sato, und u Noh dramaby Hideo Fujii. There were lectures on the develop_
melt of Japanese art and temple gardens by Leonard
Kimbrell of PSC and Mrs. wallace Baldinger of Uni-
versity of Oregon.
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A concert of classical and contemporary japanese
compositions by the Portland Chamber Orchestra,
under the direction of Boris Sirpo, dramatized the
transition between the old and new Japans. The
orchestra was accompanied by Kimio Eto, koto mast-
er, and Miss Yuko Honda, violinist.
Contemporary Japanese culture was reflected in art
films and in exhibitions of calligraphy and Pop Art
by artist Bang Wei Chen in the White Callery. A trade
fair featured displays of Japanese commercial and
industrial products, exhibited by members of the
Portland business community. A slide-lecture, "lntro-
duction to Sapporo," was presented by Miss Yashmei
Hasei, and a panel discussion of modern Japan of-
fered recent slides by Wallace K. Huntington of the
PSC Art Department. A modern dance interpretation
of Haiku poetry was directed by Mrs. Vaunda Carter
of Portland State.
Of special significance to the festival's emphasis on
eastern culture was the presence on campus of Dr.
Alan Watts, internationally known author and scholar
of Zen Buddhism and eastern thought as it applies to
psychology. A Japanese luncheon at the Bush Car-
dens and a dinner at the lone Plaza were held in
honor of Dr. Watts. Dr. Watts visited philosophy
classes and lectured on developments in eastern
thought, unifying the festival panorama.
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Enthusiasm and teamwork were the keynote as
Coach Ralph Davis and his track squad ran over
the.opposition. Davis compared the 1966 squad
with the PSC championship squads of 1'960,
1961, and 1962; and credited this year,s team
with more spirit. Standouts for the Vikings this
season were: Roger Sandvold-100-yd. dash,
mile relay, 440-yd. dash, 22O-yd. dash, and the
long jump; Harold Strong-22o-yd. dash, 440-
yd. dash and mile relay; Ron Dalrymple-triplejytp; Jim Heard-discus; and Cary Young-
shot put and discus.
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Portland State's golf team did well
against teams of comparable NCAA
status. The Viks were led by Pete Taylor,
Jim Orr, Mike O'Toole, and Steve Mc-
Donald who were all often in the low
seventies and alternated for honors as
medalist. The PSC effort was assisted by
Dave Cibson and Bill Bristol. Viking vic-
tories included wins over Conzaga and
Western Washington State.
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Portland State's tennis team had a so-so
season. The Vikings were led in the
singles by Ron Secord, Cene Stainbrook,
Others who aid the Viks in the singles
are Ceorge Cust and Bob Upson.
Doubles teams for the Vikings were
Ron Secord and Cene Stainbrook; and
Fred Woodard and Mike Harmon.
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Basebrall Coach Roy Love followed the
lead of his fellow PSC coaches by
guiding his team away from the com-
fort of the Oregon Collegiate Confer-
ence and into the mainstream of inde-
pendent major college competition.
But Love, starting his fifth year at the
Park Blocks, proved best equipped of
all to make the move to the "big
leagues" as he led his team to an B-12
mark in their first 20 games against the
toughest schedule ever faced by Viks.
lncluded in the eight victories were
wins over Linfield, Willamette, Seattle
Pacific, Seattle University twice, Ore-
gon College and Southern Oregon.
Pitching carried the team for most of
the first half of the season before the
hitters broke out of their slump. Love's
sophomore dominated staff met the
challenge with righthanders Cil Schar-
ringhausen posting four wins and a fine
2.84 earned run average, fastballing Ed
Corman getting two victories, and sur-
prising lefthander Jim Starr posting the
best ERA on the team, 2.57.
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lazz music bopped into Portland State College,
at least by proxy, on May 20 and 21, allowing
fans of the adlib idiom to hear the far out sounds
of Miles Davis or the closer-to-the-middle piano
artistry of Vince Cuaraldi. The Second Annual
PSC )azz Festival met with success this year in
the Oriental Theater. The mustachioed Cuaraldi
and his trio treated the young student oriented
audience to a light, swinging concert of 1azz,
fluctuating his rhythms and tempos to please
the most discerning, or least knowledgeablejazz buff. Cuaraldi opened the jazz festival
earlier in the day, on Friday, with an informaljazz seminar. The discussion panel, peopled by
four outstanding jazz critics, a disc jockey, two
newspaper columnists and an aesthetics teacher
f rom PSC, was held in front of a standing-room'
only audience in the College Center. The semi-
nar occasioned some lively dialogue between
Cuaraldi and the panel, then Cuaraldi and the
audience.
The incisive, succinct blowing of Miles Davis,
trumpet-f luegelhorn-playing leader of the Davis
Quintet, hypnotized the Saturday evening
crowd. Wh isperi n g, m uted bal lads were counter'
balanced by the hardswinging, rapid, staccato
tempos of progressive iazz. Melodies flowed
from the cornucopian horns of Davis and his
lyrical cohort, tenorsaxist Wayne Shorter, for
two hours as the polite but receptive capacity
audience heard Miles Davis for the first two jazz
festivals at Portland State. John Wendeborn,
introduced emcee Ray Horn and promised Port'
land that PSC would help make the Rose City
the jazz capitol of the northwest.
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SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK
The School of Social Work is PSC's only full-fledged
graduate school. Established in 1962, it now has 33
first year students, 21 second year students, and 1l
instructors. One of the unique things about the
school is its Field lntern program where students
have the opportunity to apply classroom concepts.
First year students spend two days a week on their
field assignments and second year students spend
two and a half. Of the major social welfare agencies
in the Portland area,14 provide positions for interns.
Serving double duty as social workers and super-
visors are -17 field instructors, most of whom are not
paid by PSC. Their role is crucial in training the intern,
for they scrutinize every aspect of the siudent,s at-
tempts to help people with emotionally-based prob-
lems, even down to word for word examinations of
the intern's interviews.
Mrs. Phyllis Burnham of the portland public Schools
is the field instructor for Jim Brown and Mrs. Arm-
strong, two second year SSW interns at Markham and
Capitol Hill grade schools. Mrs. Armstrong and
Brown try to help children having emotionally rooted
academic or behavioral problems. Teachers, princi-
pals and even parents refer children to the social
workers. After preliminary sessions with the child
and his parents to see if he really has a problem, the
school principal, counselor, nurse, the ieferring tea-
cher and the field instructor discuss the child,s !rob-lem with the intern. lf they decide that professionar
help is needed, they can refer the child to a treatment
center or psychoanalyst. The actual treatment begins
with several sessions in which the social worker tries
to get acquainted with "his" child and his family.
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The child wishes to be helped, but is not articulate
enough to express his problem. His basic honesty is
only thinly covered by defense mechanisms and he
uses methods other than talk to show the worker his
problem. The intern trys to provide media for the
child to talk to hirn-u73[sr paints, clay, blackboard
and chalk, dolls, or playhouses help the intern to see
the problem facing the child and to begin treatment
of the child and of his family. lt is usually two years
before the child's problem has been solved, but the
intern who treats him stays only a year. Reassignment
of the child to another intern or referring him to an-
other agency usually solves this problem which the
gap between training and treatment creates. The ln-
tern Program thus treats and trains at the same time,
benefiting both student and community. The chil-
dren in these photos are models.
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EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOCY
The basement in an old apartment house is not usually anything special, but to the Psychology
Department, the basement of Frances Manor is a dream come true. The Psychology Depart-
ment, one of PSC's oldest, faced a space crisis in developing an adequate program in experi-
mental and physiological psychology until fall, 1965. Rats, cats, and professors were jumbled
together in a cramped room of an ugly little house by State Hall. Rat cages, cat cages, bookcases,
an operating table, and several desks in one room plus having to do cat experimentation in
a broom closet placed a strain on the professors. Last fall when they acquired the new space,
the psychology professors went after a grant to provide equipment needed to make experi-
mental psychology a laboratory science.
They were awarded the grant. The basement of Frances Manor was remodeled into two class-
rooms, a workshop, ? darkroom, an operating room for cat-rat surgery/ rooms for animal experi-
mentation, and, last but not least, rooms with some of the poshest quarters for cats and rats
in this locality. There are even automated cages which clean themselves, feed and water their
inhabitants according to a computerized schedule. The grant filled the empty rooms with
thousands of dollars worth of equipment including the cages,surgical equipment,a polygraph,
darkroom apparatus, machine tools, and a microprojector.
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Psychology's new facilities and furnishings have
given promising undergraduates the opportunity
to work on original research under the guidance
of a staff member. A special Honors in Research
course added to the curriculum several years ago
may now finally reach its potential. Students may,
at last, become familiar with the techniques and
phenomena of psychological research. The new
equipment has greatly facilitated faculty research
such as Dr. Cord Sengstake's on the function of
the brain, and has laid the base for a future gradu-
ate program. lt has made Experimental Psychology
at PSC what it should be-a laboratory science.
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-Adams, CIenn
AIlen, Ellen
Anderson, Carol
Anderson, Cill
Ansari, Hossein
Archer, James
Babich, Janet
Barnet, Lois
Bayer, Nancy
Beasley, Kenton
Beckett, Cerald
Beiser, Cathryn
Bennett, Donna
Bertman, Roger
Bjornson, Brian
Blair, James Jr.
Blakeley, Cary
Blank, Donald
Blew, Karen
Bloomquist, Rodney
Braden, Robert
Breil, Stuart
Briece, Rod
Broderick, David
Brumage, Paul
Burns, Carole
Buzzelli, Donald
Byrd, Dee Jr.
Carlson, Ann
Carpenter, Carol
Case, Patricia
Casper, Crear
Caudle, Ronald
Caudell, William
Ceika, Joe
Chadd, Judith
Church, Norman
Clark, Larry
Coddo, Kathryn
Colfelt, Robert
Conn, Josephine
Cook, Dennis
Cook, Jennie
Corwin, Doreen
Corwin, Edward
Courtright, Ceoffrey
Craig, Cerald
Cramer, Arthur
Cromwell, Joan
Curtis, Judith
BS Bus Adm
BS Chem
BA FL German
BA Chem
BS Bus Adm
BA Art
BS Soc
BA Cst Hum
BS Cst Soc Sci
BA Bus Adm
BS Soc
BS Cst Hum
BA Math
BS Econ
BS Cst Soc Sci
BS Ceog
BS Bus Adm
BS Art
BS Earth Sci
BS Soc
BS Physics
BS Pol Sci
BS Bus Adm
BS Bio
BS Bus Adm
BS Bus Adm
BS Math
BS Elm Ed
BS Pol Sci
BS Eng
BS Math
BS Bus Adm
BS Bus Adm
BS Bio
BS Math
BS Cst Sci
BS Bio
BS Elm Ed
BS Cst Sci
BS Elm Ed
BS Elm Ed
BS Bus Adm
BS Bus Adm
BS Bus Adm
BS Psych
BS Elm Ed
BS Elm Ed
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Daae, Konrad
De Busman, James
De Chaine, Thomas
Deckers, Lambert
Deckers, Linda
Dempster, David
Dernbach, Jean
Douglas, Mary
Dudgeon, Marilee
Easley, Linda
Ebel, Richard
Eckwortzrl, Lorelei
Edwards, Joan
Elle, James
Engeldinger, Eileen
Enger, Richard
Eno, Paul
Fahey, Michael
Falaschetti, Richard
Farnsworth, Michael
Fidler, Artha
Fink, Judith
Foote, Kenneth
Fouch, Thomas
Franklin, Donald
Fraser, AIlan
Frederick, Neil
Frisk, Lucille
Cainer, Linda
Callahen, Loyd
Caskell, Owen
Clanz, Eline
Coblirsch, Herbert
Godfrey, John Jr.
Craham, Judy
Creen, Terrence
Cress, Althea
Crill, Betty
Croom, Shirley
Hahn, Beverly
Hammack, Jan
Hanson, Ruth
Hartley, Charles
Hawthorne, Cary
Hayes, Robert
Hearn, Roger
Heath, Richard
Hejsacker, Ramond
Helzer , Tim me
Hesla, Marilyn
Art
Math
Psych
Pol Sci
Math
Cst Soc Sci
Soc
Med Tech
CST Hum
BS
BA
BA
BA
BS
BS
BS
BS
BA
BS Bus Adm
BA Psych
BS Bus Adm
BS Bus Adm
BS Hist
BS Elm Ed
BA Cst Hum
BA Math
BS Earth Sci
BS Cst Soc Sci
BS Econ
BS Chem
BS Pol Sci
BS Cst Sci
BS Art
BS Econ
BA Bio
BS Econ
BA FL Cerman
BS Psych
BS Bus Adm
BS Cst Hum
BA Elm Ed
BS Physics
BA FL Cerman
BA Math
BS Bus Adm
BS Psych
BA Eng
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Hiber, Charles
Hoffman, Cary
Hoffman , Larry
Holstrom , Joan
Hood, Norman
Hornibrook, Sandra
Hughes, Luella
Hurl, William Jr.
Hval, Terry
Johansen, Cwenith
Johns, Ursula
Johnson, Alma
Johnson, Carol
Jonas, Stephen
Jones, Michael
Jones, Robert
Jones, Thomas
Jones, Valeria
Judkins, David
J usten, Linda
Kay, Ronald
Kearns, Thomas
Kegley, Larry
Kells, Eleanor
Kerr, Steve
Kincard, James
Kinser, Patricia
Kinzie, Kathryn
Kisinger, Barbara
Kneeland, Luanne
Kolb, Kenneth
Konts, Donald Jr.
Koping, Roy
Koppen, Margaret
Laberge, Douglas
Larsen, Darris
Lee, Ruth
Lefson, Elizabeth
Leppert, Judith
Ligon, David
Lillie, Kenneth
Lindquist, Helen
Lindsey, Cerald
Lostrom, Marion
Loulow, Bruce
Low, Richard
Lowe, Margaret
Lund, Charles
Lund, Linda
McClendon, lda
BS Cst Soc Sci
BS Bus Adm
BA Art
BS Elm Ed
BS Bus Adm
BS EIm Ed
BS Bus Adm
BS Hist
BS Art
BS Eng
BS Elm Ed
BS Soc
BS Cst Sci
BA Hist
BS
BS Bus Adm
BS Elm Ed
BA Bio
BA Eng
BS Cst Sci
BA Pol Sci
BS Chem
BS Soc
BA Math
BS Elm Ed
BA Elm Ed
BS Elm Ed
BA Econ
BS Elm Ed
BS Bio
BS Elm Ed
BS Elm Ed
BA Pol Sci
BS Bus Adm
BS Elm Ed
BS Ceog
BA Eng
BS Eng
BS Elm Ed
BS Math
BS Cst Hum
BS Bus Adm
BS Soc
BS Econ
BS Ceog
BS Psych

McGarrigle, Roger
McGinnis, Donald
McCrew, James
McKinley, Robert
McMonagle, Carol
McMurchie, Cail
McNaught, William
MacKay, Ronald
Magorian, Cheryl
Malek, Michael
Maroutsos, Ceorge
Martin, Charles
Martin, Ellen
Martin, Jack
Martin, Joy
Martin, Kenneth
Matson, Patricia
Maynard, Thomas
Mehl, Kathleen
Mei, Leonard
Mendenhall, Charles J r.
Meyer, PaulJr.
Michaud, Leonard
Miller, Fred
Miller, Raymond
Mistler, Kenneth
Mitchell, Sharon
Mittelstedt, Daniel
Morris, Marie
Morse, Violet
Mulvey, Marcia
Muters, Clifford
Muune, Andrew
Nastron, Dorrothea
Neeley, Douglas
Nelson, Crant
Nelson, John
Newkirk, Cary
Nordling, JoAnne
Oberlander, Patricia
Ochal, James
Olson, Sharon
Orino, Sharon
Ormsby, Ceorge Jr.
Owens, Hugh lV
Papkoff, David
Parham, Helen
Parkinson, Mary
Payne, Stephen
Pearson, Neil
BS Appl Sci
BS Bus Adm
BS Elm Ed
BS Elm Ed
BA Pol Sci
BS Pol Sci
BS Elm Ed
BS Hst
BS Appl Sci
BS Cst Hum
BS Cst Soc Sci
BS Bus Adm
BS EIm Ed
BS Bus Adm
BS Hst
BS Bus Adm
BA Cst Hum
BS Art
BS Cst Soc Sci
BS Hst
BS Bus Adm
BA Hst
BS Cst Soc Sci
BS Art
BA Elm Ed
BS Elm Ed
BS Art
BS Cst Soc Sci
BS Bus Adm
BS Econ
BS Cst Soc Sci
BA Bio
BS Pol Sci
BS Pol Sci
BA Bus Adm
BS Cst Soc Sci
BS Hst
BS Art
BS Elm Ed
BS Bus Adm
BS Bus Adm
BS Hst
BS Math
BS Cst Hum
BS Cst Hum
BS Bus Adm
BS Bus Adm
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Peter, Sally
Peters, Peggy
Pinkerton, Allen
Polos, John
Pooler, Larry
Prideux, Wick
Pugh, John
Pugliese, Anthony
Quaempts, Paul
Raley, Sandra
Rankin, Idabelle
Reese, Edre
Rice, Richard
Rogers, Julie
Roise, Stephen J r.
Romanski, James
Roos, William
Rosentreter, Lynn
Rass, Eleanor
Roth, Harriett
Rutherford, Clyde
Sakshaug, Elen
Sandhu, Joanne
Sandmeyer, Ardena
Sandoz, Rodney
Saxton, Terry
Schlicker, Bethene
Schmidt, Karmen
Schmidt, Susan
Schmurr, Roger
Scott, Dorothy
Sexton, Vivian
Sheridan, Michael
Sherman, Joyce
Shoemaker, Joyce
Simer, Kathleen
Slaybaugh, Donald
Smith, CIaude
Smith, Dianne
Smith, Donald
Smith, Leighton
Snively, Cloria
Snyder, Clifford
Spence, David
Starkovich, Victor
Stevens, Daniel
Stewart, Creg
Sturgill, )ay )r.
Sugihara, Alice
Sund, Cordon
BS Pol Sci
BS Elm Ed
BA Hst
BS Appl Sci
BS Math
BS Bus Adm
BS Cst Hum
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